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Abstract 
 

The National Institute for Space Research has promoted means of technological 
and scientific development, meeting internal and external demands through mission 
analysis, project coordination, management, and development, including remote 
sensing satellites, such as CBERS and Amazonia families, and small satellites for 
scientific applications, as well as the ground segment development. The ground 
segment must be compliant with the requirements defined by the space segment in 
the early stages of mission development and ensure synergy between these 
segments. In this scenario, the ground segment options for small satellites expand, 
and it is essential to consider the trade-off between data quality, data volume and cost. 
In the recent past, several missions relied on amateur radio ground stations to support 
of small satellites operation, and the amateur radio community has proven invaluable 
to small satellite missions. Nowadays, with increasing mission complexity and data 
requirements, more projects are looking at non-amateur ground stations which are 
part of ground segment. The ground segment for small satellites is typically based on 
the VHF-UHF bands, and it should meet the increasing demand for S-band and X-
band telecommunications, as well as the need for reception, storage, and 
dissemination of high-quality scientific data. This paper presents the INPE’s ground 
segment development, including the Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) 
ground stations, the Reception and Recording Stations, the Satellite Control Center 
(SCC) Systems, to support scientific small satellite missions, in particular, the 
Scintillation Prediction Observations Research Task (SPORT). SPORT mission 
addresses the preconditions leading to equatorial plasma bubbles, and it is an 
international partnership between National Aeronautical and Space Administration 
(NASA) and the Brazilian Space Agency (AEB). Across NASA, American universities 
and the Aerospace Corporation provide the scientific instruments. Through AEB, the 
Technical Aeronautics Institute of the Brazilian Air Force Command Department 
(DCTA/ITA), and the National Institute for Space Research (INPE) contribute to the 
mission development. The paper also describes an overview of the spacecraft and 
mission objectives under the responsibility of the DCTA/ITA teams. It presents the 
ground segment integration, the planning for control and operation of the SPORT 
satellite, under the leadership of INPE's multidisciplinary teams, including the data 
storage and dissemination by Brazilian Monitoring and Study of Space Weather 
(EMBRACE). The design´s status, lessons learned, and the contributions to overcome 
challenges associated to development the ground segment for small satellites, and 
ensure the mission accomplishment are presented in this paper. 

Keywords: Equatorial Plasma Bubbles, EMBRACE, Ground Segment, Satellite 
Control Center, SPORT. 
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1. Introduction  
 
The National Institute for Space Research (INPE), within its competences, can 

promote means of technological and scientific development by meeting internal and 
external demands through project coordination, mission analysis, management and 
development, such as remote sensing satellites (CBERS family, Amazonia-1) and the 
small satellites for educational and technological applications, as well as the ground 
segment development.  

The ground segment must be compliant with the requirements defined by the 
space segment in the early stages of mission development and ensure synergy 
between these segments. In the recent past, several missions relied on amateur radio 
ground stations to support of small satellites operation, and the amateur radio 
community has proven invaluable to small satellite missions. Nowadays, with 
increasing mission complexity and data requirements, more projects are looking at 
non-amateur ground stations which are part of ground segment.  

A complex mission, which based in a small satellite, is the Scintillation 
Prediction Observations Research Task (SPORT) [1]. SPORT mission addresses the 
preconditions leading to equatorial plasma bubbles, and it is an international 
partnership between National Aeronautical and Space Administration (NASA) and the 
Brazilian Space Agency (AEB).  

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center coordinates this research by overseeing 
the launch to orbit and the scientific instruments. Aerospace Corporation, University 
of Texas, Utah State University, Alabama University and NASA Goddard Space Flight 
Center (GSFC) provide the scientific instruments. 

Through AEB, the Technical Aeronautics Institute of the Brazilian Air Force 
Command Department (DCTA/ITA) is responsible for spacecraft development and 
integration; and the National Institute for Space Research (INPE) contributes with the 
infrastructure of the Integration and Testing Laboratory (LIT), ground segment 
development, mission operations, and science data management.  

The science data will be distributed from and archived at the INPE Brazilian 
Monitoring and Study of Space Weather (EMBRACE) regional space-weather 
forecasting center, and mirrored at the NASA GSFC Space Physics Data Facility 
(SPDF). 

This document is organized as follows: section 2 presents the space system 
and its segments; section 3 outlines the SPORT mission, instruments and platform; 
section 4 describes the current INPE’s ground segment; section 5 presents the INPE 
ground segment for the SPORT mission; and section 6 the conclusions 

 
2. Space System 

 
A generic space system comprises the space segment and the ground 

segment. A space segment - spacecraft - consists of a service module and payloads 
follows ECCS [2, 3] and NASA [4] guidelines and CCSDS [5, 6] recommendations as 
presented in Fortescue et al. [7], Larson and Wertz [8], and ref. [9]. A ground segment 
comprises the hardware, software and human resources needed to manage and 
control a spacecraft, monitoring and analyzing its operation in orbit, and data 
distribution to the user.  

The ground segment consists of (i) the Telemetry, Tracking and Command 
(TT&C) ground stations, (ii) the Satellite Control Centre (SCC), and (iii) the Application 
Segment.  
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TT&C ground stations [10] are in charge of establishing communication 
between the ground segment and the spacecraft, and SCC is responsible for the plan 
and executes all activities related to the spacecraft’s control.  

Application Segment comprises (i) the Reception and Recording Stations, (ii) 
the Mission Center that plans and coordinates the spacecraft data acquisition, stores 
the data, and makes them available to users. 

Figure 1 illustrates a space system and its segments, it refers to the CBERS-
4A mission, successfully launched in 2019 [10]. It is a partnership between the INPE 
and the China Academy of Space Technology (CAST). Another example of a space 
system [10] is the Amazonia-1, successfully launched in February 2021. It is the first 
remote sensing satellite fully designed, integrated, tested and operated by Brazil. It is 
a project coordinated by the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovations (MCTI) 
and conducted by INPE in partnership with the AEB. 
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Figure 1: A typical Space System and its Segments [9, 10]. 
 

2.1.  Brief of Ground Segment Evolution 
Space agencies have been engaged in efforts to optimize financial resources, 

reduce ground segment development and deployment time. Several ground segment 
architectures have been proposed to meet the requirements of interoperability and 
cross support. In order to solve the problems associated with the large number of 
interfaces for exchanging services between ground stations and satellite control 
centers, the CCSDS, in a collaborative effort with space agencies, recommends a set 
of standardized services for interoperability and cross support [9, 10]. 

This set of standardized services, called Space Link Extension (SLE) Protocol 
Services [6] and their management activities provide interoperability and cross support 
among space agencies. Many space agencies have adopted the CCSDS 
recommendations of SLE Protocol Services [11], for example: ASI, CNES, DLR, ESA, 
ESOC, INPE, JAXA, and NASA, and by private companies. 

Furthermore, cross support research and applications meet the objectives of 
the Interagency Operations Advisory Group (IOAG) [12]. The main goal of IOAG is the 
achievement of full interoperability among member space agencies: ASI, CNES, 
CSA, DLR, ESA, JAXA, NASA, and UK Space Agency. 
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3. SPORT Mission 
 
The Technical Aeronautics Institute of the Brazilian Air Force Command 

Department (DCTA/ITA) is in charge of spacecraft development, integration, and tests 
[1]. 

The purpose of Scintillation Prediction Observations Research Task (SPORT) 
is to provide science data to a systematic study of the state of the pre-bubble 
conditions at all longitudes sectors to enhance understanding between geography and 
magnetic geometry. This phenomenon is the primary source of radar reflections in the 
equatorial F-region ionosphere and cause strong scintillations on radio signals passing 
through them.  

SPORT will address two specific questions about these phenomena:  
1) What is the state of the ionosphere that gives rise to the growth of plasma 

bubbles that extend into and above the F-peak at different longitudes? 
2) How are plasma irregularities at satellite altitudes related to the radio 

scintillations observed passing through these regions? 
 

3.1. Technical approach and instruments 

SPORT, 6U CubeSat, is composed of two main systems: Payload and Platform, 
called Observatory.  

The main characteristics are apogee and perigee of 400 km, inclination 51.64°, 
R.A. Ascending Node of 251.89°, Argument of Perigee 221.34°, Period of 1.54h, 
Orbits Numbers of 15.46, Data Storage capability of ~29GB, and nominal mission 
lifetime of 2 (two) years. 

 
The Payload system consists of six instruments [1, 13], showed on Figure 2: 

 Ion Velocity Meter (IVM) to measure the velocity and direction of the íon 
component of ionospheric plasma at the sensor location (that collid with 
satellite), provided by University of Texas. 

 Compact Total Electron Content Sensor (CTECS) to obtain electron density 
profiles at low latitudes and to detect the presence of scintillation. CTECS is 
a GPS occultation sensor, provided by Aerospace Corporation. 

 Electrical Field Probe (EFP) is used to measure only one component of both 
DC and AC electric fields for identifying disturbed regions of the ionosphere, 
provided by Utah State University (USU).  

 Langmuir Probe (LP) to measure plasma density, as well as temperature, 
the floating potential, and the space potential. It is provided by USU. 

 Swept Impedance Probe (SIP) will be used to determine the absolute 
electron density, irrespective of the payload charging, by monitoring the 
changing impedance of a short cylindrical probe excited over a range radio 
frequency. 

 Miniaturized Science Magnetometer (MSM) will provide high-resolution 
measurements of the ambient magnetic field with sufficient sensitivity to 
potentially observe perturbations due to pressure gradients, diamagnetic 
cavities. Its provided by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). 
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Figure 2: SPORT configuration and location of science instruments [1, 13]. 

 
The Platform system [1, 13] is responsible for controlling the satellite and 

consists of several subsystems describe below: 

 OnBoard Computer subsystem (OBC) is composed of three computers: 
o Control and Data Handler (C&DH) manages the SPORT by controlling 

the Attitude, VHF/UHF TT&C radio, Science Data, TM components; 

o Payload Data Handler (PLDH) interfaces with the Payloads’ subsystems 

IVM, MSM and SIP, and send data to Data Storage Unit; 

o Data Storage Unit (DSU) stores all mission data packets to be 

transmitted to ground. Interfaces with CTECS for retrieving its Science 

Data and send to C&DH and PLDH. 

 Electric Power Subsystem (EPS) is the responsible for conditioning and 
distributing power to all components. 

 Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) of the cubesat SPORT 
is responsible for providing stability in attitude through active control. 
 

4. Current INPE’s Ground Segment  
 

This section presents the main systems that comprise ground segment of the 
INPE for space missions, (1) Reception and Recording Station, (2) Cuiabá and 
Alcântara TT&C INPE’s Ground Stations and Satellite Control Center, (3) Natal TT&C 
Ground Station and (4) EMBRACE. 

 
4.1. Reception and Recording Station 

INPE, in 1973, started the activities of satellite tracking and data reception from 
the first remote sensing satellite, the Earth Resources Technology Satellite-1 (ERTS-
1) of the Landsat Series [14].  

Nowadays, the current Reception and Data Recording station - located in 
Cuiabá, in Mato Grosso State, Brazil) - operating in X-Band, receives and continuously 
records the data transmitted by Amazonia-1, CBERS satellites series, Landsat-5 and 
7, SPOT-4, ERS-2, and Radarsat-1. The data are transferred to the Remote Sensing 
Data Center (Mission Center) in Cachoeira Paulista, in São Paulo State, for further 
processing and dissemination to end users, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: X-Band Reception and Recording Station. 
 

4.2. Cuiabá and Alcântara TT&C INPE’s Ground Stations and Satellite Control 
Center 

Telemetry, Tracking and Command (TT&C) Ground Stations of INPE provide 
the link between the control personnel and the satellites [15, 16]. The Ground Stations 
operate in S-band and, are located in the cities of Cuiabá, (Mato Grosso state) and 
Alcântara (Maranhão state) in Brazil. This infrastructure was initially designed to 
support operations of the first Data Collection Satellite (SCD-1) launched in 1993. The 
basic infrastructure has been updated along the years.  

TT&C ground station, Figure 4, comprises a RF Front End, an Antenna Control 
Unit, and a Time & Frequency. The functions of TM, TC, Ranging Data, Range Rate 
are based on Integrated Baseband System (IBS).  

The IBS also enables the implementation of SLE protocol services [16] for cross 
support and interoperability between space agencies. In 2013, acceptance tests of the 
SLE protocol were performed in cooperation with the European Space Operations 
Centre (ESOC). On having the SLE protocol operational, INPE can rely on the support 
of other tracking stations distributed around the world to track its own satellites, and 
likewise provides tracking services to other international agencies. 
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Figure 4: TT&C INPE’s Ground Station and Satellite Control Center [16]. 
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Satellite Control Center (SCC) [15], Figure 4, is located in the city of São José 
dos Campos, São Paulo state, Brazil. SCC is responsible for planning and executing 
all activities related to satellite control, and the rapid reaction in case of anomalies of 
a satellite. The SCC’s main functions are orbit and attitude control, maneuvers 
calculation, operational payload configuration, and real-time monitoring of the satellite 
health.  

The SCC structure includes a software system named SATellite Control 
Systems (SATCS). A specialized team from the General Coordination of Space 
Engineering, Technology and Science (CGCE) at INPE developed SATCS. It was 
designed to be an easily configurable and personalized system. 

 
4.3. Natal TT&C Ground Station 

Natal Multi-Mission Station (EMMN), Figure 5, is located at the Northeast 
Regional Center of the INPE, city of Natal, state of Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil. The 
EMMN Ground Station is designed to operate in the VHF (144 - 149 MHz), UHF (395 
- 405 MHz and 432 - 440 MHz) and S-Band (2100 - 2300 MHz) frequency bands, 
receiving payload and telemetry data and transmitting satellite telecommands 
operating in low orbits [17]. 

The Station's radio frequency systems make use of Software Controlled Radios 
(SDR), which offers the flexibility of quickly reconfiguring parameters such as the type 
of modulation (FSK, AFSK, BPSK, GMSK, G3RUH), coding (AX-25), data rate (1200, 
2400, 4800, 9600). 

The station performs autonomous tracking of several satellites according to a 
schedule and obeying a priority scale. According to ref. [18], the missions tracked are 
CONASAT, FloripaSat, ITASat, NanoSatc-BR.  
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Figure 5: Natal INPE's Ground Station. 
 

4.4. EMBRACE 
EMBRACE Program [19], acronym in Portuguese "Estudo e Monitoramento 

BRAsileiro de Clima Espacial" - Brazilian Space Weather Study and Monitoring, was 
created, in 2007 by INPE, to monitor the Sun-Earth space environment, the 
magnetosphere, the upper atmosphere and the effects of induced currents on the 
ground to predict possible influences on technological and economic activities.  

Recently, EMBRACE acquired an antenna, installed in Cuiabá, Mato Grosso 
state, Brazil, for reception of data from the Constellation Observing System for 
Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate2 (COSMIC-2). COSMIC-2 is a network of six 
radio occultation observation satellites of the GNSS satellite constellation used to 
collect atmospheric data used in weather forecasting, and space weather monitoring 
and prediction. 
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5. INPE’s Ground Segment for SPORT Mission 
 
SPORT mission posed new challenges for the implementation of the ground 

segment. The ground segment will allow attending the higher rate revisits, associated 
the controlling, data reception, support and interoperability to all ground facilities, 
which requires an architecture to support them. This architecture should be attending 
remote sensing satellites, such as CBERS and Amazonia families; radio occultation 
observation satellites, COSMIC-2; and small satellites for scientific applications. 

The contributions to overcoming the challenges associated with the 
development of the ground segment for small satellites and ensure the mission 
accomplishment are the integration of the ground segment, the planning for control 
and operation of the SPORT satellite, under the leadership of INPE's multidisciplinary 
teams, including data storage and dissemination by the Brazilian Space Weather 
Monitoring and Study (EMBRACE). 

SPORT [1, 13] will use ground segment, Figure 6, comprises by INPE TT&C 
ground stations located at Natal (northeast) and Cuiabá (center west) with additional 
system for operation in UHF and VHF bands, under control of Satellite Control Center 
(SCC), located in São José dos Campos. For scientific data downlink (ERD), the 
SPORT will use two X-band antennas located at Cuiabá (center west) and Cachoeira 
Paulista (southeast). 

The SCC at INPE headquarters in São José dos Campos will remotely operate 
TT&C ground stations using SATellite Control System for SPORT (SATCSport) and 
communication private links. The mission operations at INPE involve the support and 
operational teams, ground system infrastructure (hardware and software) and 
facilities, as well the real time (SATCSport) and non-real time flight dynamics software. 
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Figure 6: INPE’s Ground Segment for SPORT Mission. 
 
The data center at EMBRACE will receive the data and distribute 

decommutated instrument and engineering data to the instrument teams (Mission PIs) 
for data reduction.  
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The reduced instrument data will be sent back to EMBRACE from each 
instrument team, where it will be processed, archived, and ingested into space 
weather analysis models and tools [1].  

SPORT has a fully open data policy consistent with NASA data policies. 
EMBRACE will be the SPORT mission data distribution center for the science and end 
user communities. The data will be mirrored and archived at the NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center (GSFC) Space Physics Data Facility (SPDF). 

 
6. Conclusions 

 
The requirements of the INPE’s different missions involve definitions as 

communication band; uplink and downlink rate; protocols; onboard processing; remote 
reconfiguration of service and payload modules, and classically, determine the design 
and development of missions and posed new challenges for the implementation of the 
ground segment.  

From the Ground Segment perspective, partnerships for space systems 
development should follow a strong standardization of system engineering 
procedures, consistent and traceable documentation, management, and 
implementation of the ground segment and its interfaces with the space segment. 
Furthermore, the challenges and complexity for the development of the ground 
segment are the same, regardless of the satellites’ dimensions and applications. 

In July 2022, the Aeronautical Technical Institute of the Brazilian Air Force 
Command Department (DCTA/ITA) delivered the SPORT satellite to Nanoracks 
payload hosting services provider, https://nanoracks.com/, and its launch to the ISS is 
scheduled for November 2022. 

TT&C stations, Reception and Data Recording stations, and EMBRACE are in 
the final integration and testing phase. The Satellite Control Center is in the final 
stages of preparation of the launch campaign, training of the tracking and operations 
teams. 
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